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Michael Antonio

Rough Justice

Dollhouse
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Nude Footwear

Block Party

Rough Justice

Spring has sprung with bold color
blocking. From colorful brights to
tone-on-tone palettes and even natural
textures combined for surface interest,
color blocking is sure to be the life of
the party this season.

Skin by Nude

Step Into Spring at ENKWSA
Michael Antonio
Studio
Envy Footwear

Au Naturel
Go au naturel with shoes
this Spring—but don’t fret
about sacrificing style. This
season’s shoes take natural
to a whole new level. Think
stacked cork, woven grasses,
braided raffia, tonal woods,
fun leathers and more.

Kork-Ease

LAS VEGAS—Designers are stepping into Spring with a colorful
flair. Key trends stood out with panache at the ENKWSA show,
held at the Sands Expo & Convention Center July 27–29. Shoe
designers continue to explore color blocking, animal prints and ethnic designs, as well as flirty new floral prints, for the season ahead.
Also key were natural elements as a part of a “back-to-basics”
trend and the “flatform,” which literally evened out this season’s
shoe fashions. Here is a look at the freshest looks of the season.
—N. Jayne Seward and Jacqueline Bosman
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Soles
Deréon
Deréon

On the Level

GoMax Footwear

A hybrid of sorts, the “flatform”
tops the shoe list this season. In
between a wedge, a platform and
a flat, the flatform has a subtle but
stylish incline. Walk in comfort
and with high style in the latest
wardrobe addition for Spring.

Floral Frenzy
Florals have blossomed this
Spring. With both bright and soft
floral prints being shown on just
about every type of shoe, this trend
offers a fun and girly flair. From
ladylike heels to everyday flats and
fun sandals, florals have it covered.
Nude Footwear
Rough Justice

Cordani

Kork-Ease

Rough Justice

Rough Justice
CL by Chinese Laundry

Gee’ WaWa
Footwear
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